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The electron structure of the isolated layer of the ideal structure of talc was computed using semiempirical 
quantum-chemical method IND0/2. The computation was aimed at finding a cluster modelling electron 
properties of an infinite plane with sufficient accuracy. The cluster fulfilli11g the above requirnmerits co11sists 
of 298 atoms. Electron densities 011 individual atoms and bond orders were obtained by the computation. The 
used method and the chosen size of the cluster enable to distinguish unambiguously the existence of two types 
of Mg (Ml and M2 type} i11 the strncture. Simulataneously, apical oxygens forming hydroxyl groups differ 
clearly from apical oxygens 1w11-bomled to hydrogen atoms. A significcmt difference of atomic net charges on 
the basal and apical oxygens was obtained. 

INTRODUCTION 

All phyllosilicates have structures based on 
two-dimensional silicate layers. The talc 
Mg:iSi4010(0H)2 was chosen as a model of the very 
important group of such minerals (2: 1 trioctahedral 
minerals) [Fig. l]. With the respect to its structure 
and physical properties, this system is a suitable 
model for situations when the layers or the particles 
interacting with the surface layer are bonded predom-
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Fig. 1. Structure of idealized layer of talc - a} xy projec
tion (for clarity only the upper tetrahedrnl sheet is drawn); 
b) xz projection.
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inantly by long-range electrostatic forces and interac
tion by chemical bonding plays only negligible role. 
The first step for the study of the interactions of this 
kind must be the calculation of the electron structure 
of an isolated layer giving sufficiently realistic descrip
tion of the properties of the layer. Some papers de
voted to such computations have appeared in the last 
years [l-3]. The papers mentioned use different modi
fications of EHT methods; it is a well known fact that 
these methods overestimate the magnitudes of atomic 
charges and give inadequately polar bonds. These pa
pers use different models of the studied minerals; in 
the work [l] a small cluster model was used, works [2, 
3] are utilising translational periodicity of studied sys
tems and they consider the layer as two-dimensional
infinite system. All these works are aimed to the study
of the influence of isomorphic substitutions on the
electron structure.

The goal of this work is to obtain the electron struc
ture of the isolated, idealized layer (symmetry of the 
tetrahedral sheet is p6rnm) of talc which can serve as 
a reference model for the study of the influence of ge
ometrical changes (rotating, tilting and deformation 
of the structural units of the layer - the tetrahedra 
and octahedra) and the influence of the isomorphic 
substitutions 

This is the reason for the choice of such quantum
chemical method which could give more reliable pic
ture of the electron structure than EHT or IEHT 
methods. The resulting choice of the method is a com
promise between our requirement and the possibilities 
of the individual methods. 

Ab initio crystal-orbital (CO) methods [4] would 
be an ideal solution with respect to the accuracy of 
the method as well as with regard to the use of re
alistic model system. Unfortunately, the size of the 
unit cell of our system does not allow to realize such 
computation using the basis set of sufficiently good 
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quality even for t.he idealised structure of the talc. 
Moreover, the interpretation of the obtained results 
in direct space is much more simple and illustrative 
for the chemist. Therefore, the dust.er model of the 
studied system was used. \Vith the respect to the 
expected size of the cluster the quantum-chemical 
IND0/2 method (.5] was chosen as the method for 
calculation of t.he electron structure. By experience 
of the authors, this choice reprPsents a reasonable 
compromise between the exactness of the lllethod of 
calculation and the reality of the studied model. 

METHOD 

The basic cluster used for modelling of infinite 
plane of one ideal layer of talc was constructed in t.he 
way preserving the electroneutralit.y and the syn11ne
try of the whole layer [Fig. 1]. The used structural pa
rameters of the idealized structure of talc are t.he fol
lowing: Si-0 bond length 1.622 x 1 o- IO m and l'vlg-0 
bond length 2.162x 10- 10 rn (G]. Unsaturated valen
cies of frontier atoms of t.he clu:,tcr were completed 
by hydrogen at.oms. 

The quant.um-chctnical cornputat.ions were realized 
for this cluster and then it was stepwise enlarged in 
manner preserving the symmetry. This process was 
stopped when the charges of at.oms forming the cen
tral part of tlH' dust.er were equal in all symmetry 
equiva.lcnt. posit.ions. The resulting dust.er consisted 
of 298 at.oms [Fig. 2]. We suggested that th<' atoms 
in the central part of I.he cluster represent the bulk 
atoms of t.he t.wo-dirnensional infinite plane. More
over, we found that the equality of atomic charges was 
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Fig. 2. The 2.98 atomic cluste,· of idealized layer of talc. 
The central JJart of the cluster is also drawn {- - - -). 
The mecmi11g of the 8ymbols is c1s in Fig. 1. {for cla,·ity 
only the UJJJJCI" tetrahedral sheet is drnwn.) 

Table I 

Atomic populations an<l gross atomic charges in 
idealized, isolated talc layer (layer group symetry p6mm) 

Atom Atomic population Atomic charge 

ob (basal) 6.7814 -0.7814
Si 2.3077 1.6923
H (OH group) 0.9025 0.0975
0,, (011, apical) 6.5968 -0.5968
0 a (apical) 6.672,5 -0.672,5
!\lg (Ml) 1.4687 0.5313
Mg (M2) 1.4SSO 0.5450

Ta/Jle II 

Wiberg indices of bonds in idealized, isola.t<'d ta.le layer 

Bond Wiberg index 

Si - Ob 0. 7787
Si - Oa 0.71:l6
0., - II 0.9514
Mg(Ml) - Oa 0.2110
l\lg(Ml) - Oa(OH) 0.16,51
Mg(M2) - Oa 0.1815, 0.213,5
Mg(l\12) - Oa(Oll) 0.17 41

reached not only for the symmetry equivalent atoms 
in t.hP central part but to t.he satisfactory degree of 
accuracy for all the symmetry equivalent atoms in the 
whole cluster except the frontier atoms. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The cluster (Fig. 2] obtained by the above described 
method consists of 298 atoms. Table I shows atomic 
charges of the atoms from the central part of the clus
ter. One can see a clear difference of charges of the 
basal and apical oxygens. The basal oxygen atoms are 
significantly mor<> negative. Tllf' least negative is the 
apical oxygen atom forming the hydroxyl group. Very 
small positive charge of the hydrogen in the hydroxyl 
group indicates the low acidity of the OH groups of 
talc. The charges of the magnesium atoms in the two 
non-equivalent positions M 1 and M2 are clearly dif
ferent. The magnesium atom in the position Ml has 
higher positive charge than in the position M2. 

Table [I contains Wiberg indices (7] of important 
bonds from the central part. Bond orders Si-0 vary in 
the range 0.71-0.78. This is in good accordance with 
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Si-0 bond orders obtained using MN DO method for 
chemically different molecules containing Si-0 bonds 
[8]. The high bond order of the 0-11 bond indicates 
very low acidity of the hydroxyl groups of talc. The 
bond orders between magnesium in position M2 and 
apical non-hydroxyl oxygen atoms show interesting 
behaviour. All bond lengths in this case are equal 
but the bond orders arc different. On the contrary, 
the bond orders between J\,tg in position MI and api
cal oxyge11:a; arc equal for all non-hydroxyl oxygens. 
This fact can follow from different positions of two 
OH groups bonded to Mg at sites Ml and M2. Both 
are octahedricaly coordinated, however, M2 site has 
the OH groups in cis-position and 1\11 site in trans
position. The lowf'st bond ordf'rs have bonds between 
mag1wsiu111 at.oms and oxygens of OH groups. This 
follows from the fact that apical oxygen atoms are 
coordinated by four other at.oms. The low orders of 
these bonds can elucidate the fart that during acidic 
decomposition of phyllosilicates the l\1g-O bonds are 
split.tee! prefen�ntially [9]. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We can conclnck that I.he cluster of 298 atoms ob
tained by t.ht> described procedure is large enough to 
have a central part which satisfactorily models the 
electron and bonding properties of two-dirnensional 
infinite layn of talc. The 11:,wd co111bi11ation of se111iern
pirical qua11t11111-clwiniral method aud the way of 
wodelling of the layPr f'llil hies to 111ake conclusions 
about thP dertron and bond properties of at.oms in 
non-equivalent posit.ions in the structure and may be 
useful for elucidation of reaction mechanisms of de
cornpositiou of phyllosilicates. The atomic charges ob
tained by using this 111ethos are substantially lower 
than charges provided for si111ilar systen1s by EHT 
methods [ I -:3]. This fact indicalt's both a good co111-
prPhe11,;ion of cova!Pncy of the bonds in the studied 
systt'111 (e.g. calculated atoruic charge of Si in talc 
layer is 1.7 e in this work and 2.:38 e in [2]) and a 111orP 
realiable description of tlw electron structure as well. 
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Praca je zamera.na na vypocet elektr6novcj struktitry 
izolovanej idealizovanej vrstvy mastenca (symetria tet
raedrickej siete p6mm), ktora moze sluzif ako referencny 
model pre studium vplyvu geometrickych zmien ( rotacie, 
vychylenia a deformaci strukturnych jednotiek vrstvy -
oktaedrov a tetraedrov) ako aj vplyvu iwmorfnych subs
tit ucii centralnych at6mov. 

Z met.ad st11dia tuhej fazy bol zvoleny klastrovy pristnp, 
kde nekonecny period icky system je nahradeny konecnym, 
dostatocne velkym klastrom. !'re vypocet clektr6novej st
rukt11ry bola zvolena kvantovo-chemicka met6da IN DO /2. 
Zakladny klastcr bol navrhnuty tak, aby zachoval elektro
neutralitu a symetriu celej vrstvy (Ohr. I). Ten to zaklad
n.v klaster bol potom zviicsovany az dovtedy, kym naboje 
na at6moch v centralnej casti klastra (Ohr. 2) boli rovna
ke pre vsetky symetricky ekvivalentne pozicie. V ysledny 
klaster pozostava z 298 at6mov (Ohr. 2). Mozno pred
pokladae, ie at6my centralnej casti klastra reprezentuju 
at6my dvojrozmernej nekonecnej vrstvy. Ziskane nahoje 
a at6move populacie pre jednotlive typy at6mov tvoria
cich vrstvu ako aj poriadky viizieb s11 uvedene v Tab. I 
a II. 

Vypocitane nabojove hustoty na centralnych at6moch 
oktaedrickej siete (Mg) potvrdznju existenciu clvoch ty
pov oktaeclrov (Ml a M2). Tiez vrcholove at6my kyslf
ka tetraedrickej siete z hydroxylovych sknpin sa Hsia ocl 
ostatnych vrcholovych at6mov kyslika. Vysoky poriadok 
viizhy 0-H znamena malu kyslost: OIi skupiny. Naopak, 
nizky viizbovy poriadok maju vazby Mg-0. Vyplyva to 
z toho, ze vrcholove at6my kyslika maju koor<linaciu 4. 
Nizky poriadok viizieb l\lg-0 moze tiez pomod vysvet
lif mcchanizmns kyselinoveho rozkladu fylosilikatov, pri 
ktorom Sa najskor narusuj11 prave Vazby V oktaedroch. 

Obr. 1. ,5trnklilra ideulizovanej vrstvy mastenca - a) xy 
projekcia (pre prehfodnost' /en hornri tetraedrickri siet' 
je nakreslrnri}, b) xz projekcia. 

Obr. 2. 298 a/6movy kla.,ter idealizovanej vrstvy masten
ca. Ce11tni/11a i'asf kla.,tra je tiei vyznacenri (- - - -). 
Vyzmm1 symbolov je ako v Obr. 1. {JJre p1·ehl'ud11osf /en 
hornri tetraedrir:kri sief je nakreslend}. 




